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1． lntroduction

    The purpose of this paper is， first， to examine the themes of Jesus

and his two disciples on the road to Emmaus as it appears in Luke 24：13-

32， from the． perspectives of theology， literature， music， 4nd art； second，

to determine the implications of the themes as ．they relate to my teaching

in Christian education； and third， to dramatize the Emmaus story， inte-

grating the above perspectives'．

    Before' moving to the rr！ain tasks， 1 would like to briefly mention

my interpretation of the Emmaus story． The setting is Jesus and the

two disciples on the road ．to Emmaus． ln this setting， what is the

method of communication between Jesus and the two disciples？ What is

the content bf the talk between them？ What is the resUlt and'the effects

of the Emmaus event？Concerning the method of communica七ion， one

can 一say that it is dialOgue which is egpressed from verse 17 to verse 27．

Regarding the content of the talk， one can point out that it is about， the
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understanding of Jesus． lt seems that there is a discrepancy about the

understanding of'Jesus between the two disciples and Jesus． The two

disciples understand that Jesus was t｛a prophet”（v．19）； he was tC the man

to Iiberate Israel” （．v．21）； and he is alive， although they are half in doubt

about the third point． On the other hand， Jesus understands Himself to

be tt the Messiah who is bound to suffer before entering upon his glory．．”

（v．26） ln short， this means ehat without the cross， resurrection doesn't

take place． Therefore， one can point out that the two disciples are unable

to understand and internalize the meaning of the cross， at this stage．

With regard to the result and the effects of the，Emmaus event， the Bible

says， tt They said・to one another， “Did we not feel our hearts on fire as

he talked with us on the road and explained the scriptures to us？'” （v．32）

WhY did they feel their hearts bn fire？ One can indicate the following

points． First， the two discipleS could sense the meaning of”the Messiah

who is bound to suffer before entering upon his glory”（v126）， through

His explanation of the scriptures to the' 香D Second， in． addition to this，

．they could feel in the Emmaus event the same Jesus that they knew and

loved in His tt lifetime，” that is，a warm-hearted Jesus． Third， one can

say that the Holy Spirit filled the twQ disciples' hearts． '

ll． Emmaus Story in Theology

    I selected tt the Emmaus event” in The Transforming Moment' by

James Edwin Loder， q，s the Emmaus story in theoldgy．

    First， the story of the two disciples， that is， Cleopas and Simon， on

the road to Emmaus begins・with their ”conflict” in four dimensions． By

four dimensions， Loder means the lived world， the self， the void， and the．

Holy，2 Second，' 狽??tt scanning” process by Jesus begins． ｛｛His disguised

ptesence introduces a'dialogue．”3 He cultivates and directs the process

in which the two diseiples are already immersed．‘ Loder des'cribes

｛t' 唐モ≠獅獅奄獅〟h in the following way： Ct Scannin' 〟j in four dimensions， is a

process in which one's immersion in the conflict is seemingly undertaken

by another initiative．”5
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      Third， for the ・two'disciples， because of their arrival， the resolution

  which means a familiar conflict or a new unfamiliar transformation

  must be chosen．6 They chose the latter， Consequently， tt He （Jesus） went

  in to stay with them． And when he had sat down with them at the table，

  he took bread and said the blessing； he broke the bread， and offered it・

  to ，them． Then their eyes were opened， and they recognized him； and he

  velniShed from their sight．”' （Luke 24：29-31） Here， Loder Mentions the

  symbols of tt the broken bread．” One is Jesus' body， broken on the cross，

  and ，the other is his two disciples' brokenness in four dimensions．8 ln

  addition to the symbols of tt the broken bread，”， he also suggests an

  imPlication bf．Jesus' vanishing from his two disciples' sight， the very

  m．oment that they recognized him． He'who had been the unrecognized

  visible Pres'ence became the recognized invisible Presence， after the two

  disciples knew・who he was．9 Loder considers that tt this is important

  because the reversal suppligs．us with a sense of the transformation as

  both continuous・ with the past and yet involving a radical change of

  those past conditions．”'O

      ・Fourth， the two disciples felt tt a release” of tension， according to

  Loder．・ t'Did we not feel our hearts on fire as he talked With us on the

  road and explained the scriptures to us？”'i （Luke 24：32） Their'release；

  and at the'same time， their joy repres，ent an tC aha！” experience．i2．

   ， ' One can state that Roder regards the-Emmaus event as the proce＄s

  of the two disciples” tC inner conflict，” the ｛t scanning” by Jesus Christ's

  initiative， the tesolution regarding whether their accepting Jesus Christ

r or not， on arrival at the destination，and a tt releasel' of tension of'the

  two disciples．

      Concerning the theological themes of the Emmaus event， Loder， in

  advance， explains one thing in the following way： tt Ordinarily・） if we

  were to PUrsue this text 'theologically we would probably put it in the

  context of a resurrection theme under the heading of Christology． The

  aim here， though， is not to pursue the usual procedures that would take

  us away frorh our concern for convictional experiences． RaVher， we will
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return to the theological basis 'for selecting this text-that is， as an

illustration of how the Holy Spirit works convictionally in the工ives 6f

individuals．．．．Moreover， it should'be Made clear that the transformation-

al work of the Holy Spirit converges with the・Eucharist in a myriad of

different ways，．．．”i3

    Therefore， Roder considers the theological themes in the Emmaus

event to be， first，'the work of Phe Holy Spirit， and second， the Eucharist．

Regarding the former， it see血s that there are．two important points．

One of-them is that the Holy Spirit has Y grammar，” that is， tt transfor-

mational logic” in spiritual transformation． As 1 described above， the

6rder of tt gramrrar” is Cr inner conflict，” ”scanning，” ”resolution，” and

｛｛ 窒?撃?≠re．” The other important point is that 't we cannot experience

authentic transformaPion anywhere ．except in the work of the Holy

Spirit．”i‘ Concetning the．Eucharist， Loder connects it with transforma-

tionL He indicates that Ct without the Eucharistic 'center， transformation

may become an ideology， but without 'transformation the Eucharist may

'become idolatry or sheer folly．”'5

    Based on the above， 1 would like to mention an implication of

Loder's interpretation to my teaching in Christian education． One can

say that the order of transformation， that is， inner conflict， scanning，

resolution， and release is a learning process itself or a counseling prOcess

itself． lnner conflict is 'not detestable， but should be transformed by

scanning td resolution and release． Scarining， that is， teaching or

intervening is， therefore， important in teaching or counseling process．

Ori ，arrival of a parting of the ways， a learner or a counselee has to．

make a resolution， helped not by an visible teelcher or counseldr but by

an invisible teacher or counselor， that iS， the Holy Spirit， in a strict

sense． By so． doing， hg／she can feel a release of the inner conflict・

tension of the beginning process．

皿．Emmaus．Story in Literature

    I'selected an'essay CC Emao no Tabibito（Travelers to Emmaus）” by
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TatSuo Hori， a modern Japanese noVelist， as the Emmaus story in litera-

ture．．

    The following are a part of a translation by Michiyo Morita．

    t｛We cannot do without seeking Christ who lets our hearts burn， as

    the travelers to Emmaus seek Him．” These are the last words in

    Zoku Saiho no Hito '（Sequel to the Westerri Man） which is

    Akutagawa's last writing． tt Stay with us， for evening draws on，

    and the day is almost over．” The words' of the travelers to

    Emmaus who called to Christ without recognizing Hipa as Christ，

   'strangely move our hearts． We may live without knowing that one

    ．of our' tt fellow travelers” has been the person for whom we have，

    subconciouSly but eagerly， been seeking， in the evening of our life-

    ti'me． After our fellow traveler's disappearance， we，．at last， realize

    the meaning of His existence， and His word which we have heard

    absent-mindly before， buicn our hearts now．

    It seems to me th．at there are two characteristics in Hori？s interpre-

tation ，of the Emmaus stbry． One of them is that Hori interpretes Ct the

evening” in Emmaus event as CC the evening of one's lifetime，” that is，

Ct@the last stage of one's lifetime．” The other characteristic is that one

recollects His words， and His words let one， burn and live． ln other

words， His words have a power or energy to let one live．' His words bring'

one life．'

    One can utilize Hori's interpretation of the Emmaus story for adult

Christj an education， in particular， for Christian education in mid-life

and late・r． Although adolescents and young adults are in '“‘ the noon of

their lifetimes，” the peop！e in mid-life are in tt the afternoon of their

lifetimes．” They should begin to think abotit t｛the evening of their life-

times．” Theref．ore， Hori's creative interpretation of the Emmaus story

is useable for Christian education in mid-life and later． ln addition， it

seems to Me' 狽?≠?one has to remember that His words and human words

are important in one's spiritual formation and in Christian education．'

One is form．ed and fostered by His words and humqn words．
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IV'． Emmaus Story in Music

    I would like to discuss hymns in the old Methodist Hy-m一 nal and the

new United Methodist Hymnal， as they relate the Emmaus story in

music． Regarding the Emmaus story， there are three hymns． in both the

old IY1gt！hgdlslLg＞uugglthodist Hymnal， and the new一1t2pi！gd-lt d M th d t H mn 1， although

one of them is in both hymnals．， The hymns in the ，former hymnal are'

”Abide with Me，” tt Be Known to Us in Breakipg．Bread，” and ”Sun of

My Soul， Thou Savior Dear．” The hymns in the latter hymnal are ”On

．the Day of Resurrection，” tC O Thou Who This Mysterious Bread，” and

曜ヒ

`bide with Me．”

    tC Abide with Me” was written by Henry F． Lyte （1793-1847）． This

is based on Luke 24：29． One can say that the theologiCal theme of ．this

hymn is tt immanent・ God，” D becauSe a persQn in this hymn is aSking God

to live with him／her， both in this life and in death， that is， at all times．

According to Albert Edward Bailey's interpretation， this hymn ”is wholly

about death．．．．Everything now vanishes but the Cross， which ・in turn is

the herald of heaven's morning．”'7 My interpretation is differgnt'

from his， because it seems to me that God's・abiding with him／her is

much more emphasized than the Cross as the herald of Heaven．

    tt Be Known to Us in Breaking Bread”・ was written by James．

Montgomery （1771-1854）． This hymn'is based on Luke 24：30-31． The

theological theme is ｛t Eucharist，・”' b?モ≠浮唐?this hymn is filled with such

expressions as tt breaking bread，” ”supping with us，” and tt living bread

and heavenly wine．'”

    （｛ Suri of My Soul，' Thou Savior Dear” was written by John Keble

（1792-1866）． lt， too， is based on Luke 24：29． ・1，cannot identify the

theological theme of this hymn，． because words seems to be scatVered in

all directions． However， Bailey analyzes this hymn in the following way：

CC@The thought alternates between day and night-nature and its changes

reveal God and His providence： prayer for the constant and unobscured

vision bf Christ； for His presence in life or death； for the sinful， the

sick， the poor， and those who mourn； prayer ．for tomorrow's journey

一”'
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and the． final immersion in God's love．”'8 Nevertheless， I cannot see why

this hymn and Bailey's interpretation regarding this hymn are related to

LUke 24：29．

    tt On the Day of Resurrection” was Written by Michael Petersoh．

This is based on Luke 24：・13-35． ． The'the， ological．theme of this hymn is

tt@ResurreCtion．” ln this hymn， resurrected Jesus tt comes to us， unknown；

walks withi us， unknown；． speaks to us， unknown； staYs with us， unknown；

and is thrbugh us made known．”

    tf O Thou Who This Mysterious Bread” was written by Charles

Wesley， and is xbased on Luke 24：13-35． The theological theme of thi．s

hymn 一is tt Eucharist，” 'since this hymh is included in．tC Eucharist” in the

hymnal． Nevertheless， it seems that one can say． that the theological

thenie also imPlies the・t（Holy Spirit，” because such exptessiops as． ”our

hearts burn with flames of fervent love，” '・and tt enkindle now the

heavenly zeal”appeiar in this hymn・ ' ，
    In short， one can point Qut that the theological themes in the hymns

regarding Luke 24：13-35 are・tiimmanent God，” rtt Eueharist，” 'tt Resurrec-

tion，” and ”Holy Spirit．” However， it is difficult Po identify ・the theo-

16gical themes in the hymns， because each stanla could have a bit differ-

ent ，theme，in each hymn．

    As' an implication of the theme of the hymns related to Luke 24：13-

32， it 'seems that lt immanent God” is acceptable． and understandable to

the Japanese People， although they have litt！e'idea of a ”'trancendental

God．”噛 @      1

V． Emmaus Story in Art．

    1 selected four pi'ctures， as the Emmaus story in・ art． They are tt The

Walk to Emmaus” by Eugene Girardet， tt The Walk ・to Emmaus”'by

Tadao Tqnaka，， tt The Supper at EmmqUs” by Rudolf Eichstaedt， qnd

tt@The Supper at Emmaus” by Vel'azquez．

    First， 1 would like to describe ”The Walk to Emmaus” by Eugene

Girardet． The picture is the following．
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    Eugene Girardgt was born in Paris in 1853， and was a great Swiss ．

paiter． ・The picture， tt The． Walk to EmmauS，” was painted in 1904 and

exhibited in the Paris Salon．'9 Maus interprets this picture in・the follow-

ing manner． First， tt Jesus walks a little behind the two men， who seem

tp be conversing between themselves rather than with Him．”20 This inter-

pretation is further supported by the motions of the two apostles' heads

and fingers． Although 1 can't explain why Girardet portrayed Jesus

vialking a little behind the two men， it is interesting that Jesus did sb．

Second， according to Maus， tC the shimniering white robe and somewhat

vague outline of the Master may be-the attist's way of suggesting that

while they，talked earnestly of these Prophecies' between themselves， a

vision as to their hidden meaning was made clear by the shadowy spiritu-

al Presence of this unseen traveler Who j oined them along the way．”2'

1 agree with Maqs' interpretation． The shadowy spiritual Presence of

the unseen traveler is emphasized by tC the shinimering robe and some-

what vague outline of the Master．” Third， Maus' interpretation is that

CC@Girardet iS trying to indicate that the appearance of Jesus was subjective
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rather than objective．”22 lt doesn't seem that Maus' interpretation is，

sufficient in explariation． My understandihg is that although Jesus is

truly in ，existence， since a human being i．s． subjective， he let Jesvs exist，

or he does，n't let Him exist， according to his feeling． ln addition to Maus'

three interpretations， 1 would・ like to include twp further points． The

'first'point is that Jesus is Wearing a white robe， according to Maus．

What does tt-white” symbolize？ According to Sill， t｛White or silver repre-

sents light， innocence， purity， j oy， virginity， faith， arid glory． ， Christ

always wearS a white rdbe after the Resurrection．”23 The second point is

that the picture， ttThe Walk to Emmaus” by Girardet doesn't present a

tense atmosphere， bUt rather imPresses the viewer with a peaceful ．and

tranquil one， because the background is very spacious． My impression ・is

that the Emmaus story in the Bible is a bit more strained．

    Second， I would ・like to mention Ct The Walk tQ Emmaus” by Tadao

Tanaka． The picture is'the folloWing．

    Tadao Tanaka is a Japanese painter． This picture was donated to

my college by a Chr-iStian lady． My interpretation of this picture is as

follows． First， different from Girardet's picture， in Tanaka's picture，

Jesus walks between the two apostles． Second， judging from the motion・

of one of the apostles' hand and fingers， the content of the talk between

the．aPoStle and Jesus is probably tt what has happened in Jerusalem in

．the last few days．” Third， Jesus is wearing a light blue robe， What does

t'

b撃浮?h symbolize？ According tQ Sill， CC Blue symbolizes heaven， spiritu-

al love， truth， constancy， and fidelity．”2‘ Fourth， in this-picture， the

colors of blue， yellow， black， and a bit of green attract my attention．

Among these colours， in particular， “｛black” and tC yellow” seem to be

more emphasized than tt blue”'and tC green．” According to Sill， tt Black is

the emblem of mourning， penance， and death． lt is a negatiye colour，

denoting the negative qualities of evil， death， and the underworld．”25

”Yellow is 'symbolic of the sun and the golour of God and divinity．．．．

Yellow is the colour of illuminated truth， truth removed from the shadow．

In a negative sense， yellow signifies deceit， jealousy， instability， cow一
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                    '製一…羅識難煮・漏．．．

                                 婁

ardice， or treasbn．．．．'”26 t' Green represents hope， regeneration， and

fertility． As spring follows the dead of winter」 so does life triumph

over death． lt is the colour of victory， as in the palm and the laurel．”2'

ThereforeJ from the point of the symbols of the colours， one can say

that this picture expresses hope as being eliminated by death， that is， by

Jesus' death； and although God is with the tWo disciples， they feel

unstable in a negative sense．

    Third， 1 would like to relate t“ The Supper at Emmaus” by Rudolf

Eichstaedt． The picture is the following．

    Rudolf Eichstaedt was born in・Berlin in 1856， and was a great
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German painper．．Maus interprets七his picture in phe following way．

：First，璽ヒThe taりle is spread with a white c16th on which may be seen the

plates and wineglasses cohtaining the food and drink of．this simple

evening meal．”281describβd』 狽??symbol of the c610ur，ヒt white．”Here，

                     ガ
ヒ璽 狽??sirnple evening meal”touches m6． Although this meal is simple， it

is sufficient．βecond，尾ゼThe older man's handsare dasped in startled

adoration and prayer』as he looks into the face of the Master which

seems to be slowly dissolving into mist before・his Ve士y eyes．”29 Third，．

tc@The younger man has fallen to his knees、as with uplifted face and

outstretched hands he gazes steadfastly at the face of his beloved Master，

Who sits in士nisty．．dignity at the end of the table． Startled surprise，

エningled with adoration， fear， and a desire to restrain， if possible， the

form．that is already slowly vanishillg into． mistiness is in the impulsive

gesture of thi串y6面ger rhan．”30 My interpretation is that the older

ma耳's hands are clasped bec3usg of his astonishment， on㌻he one hand；

on the other hand，．．the younger man outstretched hands wishing the

Master to rem昂in with him．
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     Fourth， 1・'would like to de＄cribe tt The Supper at Emmaus” by Velhz一

一quez．'The picture is the following．

     Although Maus mainly focuses on the two disciples， Sill does on

Jesus． He describes the characteristic of this picture as follow' 刀D tCChrist

can be． identified by a halo and by the matks of crucifixion on His

hands．”3' ”Halos are the visual expressioh． of a supernatual light， a

mystical・force．．．．The halo is the attribute of sanctity in Christian

'art， and' 奄р?獅狽奄?奄??an important' 垂?窒唐盾獅≠№?D”32 One can say that the

second characteristic of this picture is that the table is tt white' ≠獅

bright．” lt Seems to me that the table is one・of the points that the

painter wanted tc・ emphasize．． That is， it appears ，that the painter．would-

like to ernphasize 'the importance of the Eucharist．

v

    One can utilize the above four pictures， when one teaches the

EmmauS story in Christian education． ln that case， qccording to the

development of the story， it is effective to use，them in the following

一 12 一．
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order： ・tt The Walk to Emmaus” by Girardet， “t The Walk to Emmaus”' by

Tanaka， CC The Suppe'r at Emmaus” by Velhzquez， and tt The Supper at

Emmaus” by Eichstaedt．

VI． CQnclusion-Dramatization of the Emmaus Story-

    1 would like to dramatize the Emmaus story， integrating what I

have described above．

    The characters are Christ， Cleopas， Simon，and a narrator． Regarding

dreSs， Christ wears a white robe； Cleopas and Simon wear a black or a

purple garb； and a narrator wears a green or a red． garb． Concerning

lines； Christ's lines are' 磨D17， v．19，，and vv．25-26； those of CleQpas and

LSimon are v．18， and vv．19-24； and the narrator's are all verses except

Christ's， Cleopas'， and Simon'S Iines． 

     A table of development of the drama is as follows．

     Morita's Roder's， Music33 Art（Scene）
     interpretation interpretation

v．13．@   ．   1皿er Conflict Drama begins

                                 with t｛On the

                                 Day of Resur-

                                 rection．”34

v．14 ，' ' Girardet's
                                               palntlng

v．15

v．16

v．17 The dialogue． Scanningi by

     begins． Jesus Christ

v．18 ・ Tanaka's                                               pamtlng

v．19 Understanding

     abo'ut Jesus

     by the apbstlQs

一 13 一
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v．20

v．21 Understanding

     about Jesus

     by the apostles

v．22'

v．23

v．24' '     一 ． ．
v．25

v．26 Understanding ． ．
     about Christ

     by Jesus Himself

v．27 The dialogue'

     ends．一

v．28

v．29 Resolution ”Abide with
                               Me”

v，3'

n ”Be KnoWn to Vel'azquez's
                               Us in Breaking ' painting

                               Bread”

v．31 ・ ． ． Eichstaedt's
                                             painting

'v．32Result and Release of （t O Thou Who'

     effects of tension This Mysterious

     Emmau”s ' Bread”
     event        ．            噛

    In short， the drama could begin with the chorus， tt On the Day of

Resurrection．” One can imagine Girardet's painting here as a scene of

the story． Cleopas and Simon are in a state of inner conflict' D The

dialogue begins with v．17． That is， scanning bY Christ begins here．' The

diqlogue ends with v．27． The content of the conversation betVveen v．17

'and v．27．．is the understanding of Jesus Himself． ln the formation of the

above scene， Tanaka's painting is helpful． At v．29， the hymn， tt Abide
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with Me” could be sung by Cleopas and Simon， or simply by the geheral

congregation． To ask to Ct abide with me” is an expression of the two

ap6stles' resolution of acceptqnce of the strange companion． After this，

again， a hymn， rt Be KnQwn tp Us in Breaking Bread” could be sung．

One can set this scene， imagining Velazquez's painting． Just after this，

Eichstaedt's painting is uSeful as a kind of model of the scene． The

drama of the Emmaus story could end with the chorus， tt O Thou Who

This Mysterious Bread．” Qne can see that the drama of the Emmaus

story results in a release of tension of Cleopas and Simon． One can also

say that this is a beginning of a new phase， too．
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